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LIST OF CONTENT & 
“CONNECTING PRESENTATIONS” 
 
 
 
1) MOTIVATIONS FOR CONUSAF (at that time FONESYS-UG)  
given at related Meeting held on March 2, 2018 in College Station, Texas 
 
2) IDEAS FOR THE CONDUCT OF CONUSAF ACTIVITIES    
also discussed in College Station 
 
3) SAMPLE-STARTING TOPICS FROM UNIPI 
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IDEAS FOR THE CONDUCT OF 
CONUSAF ACTIVITIES 
STARTING CLASSICAL/ESTABLISHED RESEARCH 
(including revisiting old issues with recent tools and knowledge) &  
NEW-FRONTIER RESEARCH (or addressing new needs and 
meeting new requirements) 
 
CONSTITUTING A DB OF REFERENCE MATERIAL* BY 
CONUSAF FOUNDING INSTITUTIONS; CONUSAF members 
are expected to benefit and questioning 
 
* Openly available literature (power point and text documents). 
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SAMPLE STARTING TOPICS FROM 
UNIPI 
1) BEPU (established and new frontier) 
2) V&V&C (new frontier) 
3) SCALING (established) 
  
in addition:  
4) THERMAL-HYDRAULIC BOOK (established and new 
frontier) 
5) 116 PHENOMENA (established and new frontier) 
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